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continuous strand material feed apparatus
and, more particularly, to a fast feed

apparatus for a mandrel of a warp knitting
machine. In the fabrication of textile goods
in high-speed, continuous operations, it is

frequently essential that products or
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workpieces, such as fabrics or the like, be
fed continuously from a stock supply to a
knitting machine on a continuous basis so

as to minimize downtime and increase
product output. Many textile fabric feeding
techniques in continuous fashion knitting
machines are in use and known. Two of

these techniques are referred to as "pull-
feed" and "clutch-feed." In the pull-feed

technique, the stock supply or reel is
rotated, and the yarn is drawn from the

supply and provided to the machine
through a feeding mechanism. A yarn

brake may be employed to prevent yarn
unraveling or undesired slippage during
the continuous knitting operation. One

disadvantage of the pull-feed technique is
that it is difficult to locate the supply next
to the fabric, due to the large amount of
yarn necessary to permit the pull-feed to
take place. In the clutch-feed technique,

the yarn supply is not rotated but instead a
length of yarn is advanced by a yarn feed
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mechanism. A first drive mechanism
rotates a drive shaft of the feed
mechanism, and a second drive

mechanism is operatively associated with
the rotatable yarn supply. The second drive

mechanism rotates the yarn supply in a
sequential and predetermined manner to
feed yarn from the supply to the fabric

being produced. A further disadvantage of
the clutch-feed technique is that it is

difficult to control the speed of the yarn
advance over a long period of time. In

particular, the speed is dependent upon
the speed of rotation of the supply. A yarn

feed apparatus operable in a smooth
continuous fashion and which is suitable for

providing a fast feed is disclosed in U.S.
Pat. No. 4,666,623 to Caliste et al., the

disclosure of which is hereby incorporated
by reference. The apparatus includes a
needle bed assembly for carrying and
rotating a supply of continuous strand

material. One or more belt or strip feed
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mechanisms engage the continuous strand
material to provide a fast feed of the

material to the needle bed. The apparatus
may be used in conjunction with a vertical

knitting machine having a stationary
needle bed and a knitting carriage which

reciprocates back and forth along the
needle bed
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